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Abstract

In this paper we theoretically investigate the coupling between gain and absorption saturation in quasi three level CW
longitudinally pumped amplifier exhibiting up-conversion and ground state depletion. Numerical computations are per-
formed for both Tm:YVO and Tm,Ho:YLF crystals. We show that the absorption of the pump strongly increases with4

increasing intensity of the amplified wave. We also investigate the effect of the up-conversion process and we find that, at
high laser intensity level, quite comparable results are found with and without up-conversion. Last, we investigate the round
trip amplification of a low intensity laser beam when both the laser and the pump beams are Gaussian and we analyse the
amplified beam shape as a function of the ratio of the pump and the laser beam waist size. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Several investigations have been devoted to quasi
three level diode pumped lasers that make possible
to set up high efficient all solid state lasers emitting
in the eye safe spectral range. These include erbium
for low altitude laser range finding and optical fibers

w xcommunications 1,2 , thulium, holmium or codoped
w xthulium–holmium for medical applications 3 , co-

herent Doppler LIDAR wind sensing, wind shear
Ž .detection, differential absorption LIDAR DIAL wa-

w xter profiling and ranging 4–9 . These systems suffer
from a reduction of both the absorption rate due to
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the ground state depletion and the gain due to the
upper laser level depopulation resulting from up-con-
version under intense pumping. In addition, as the
lower laser level is thermally populated at room
temperature, the laser wave may be reabsorbed. An
accurate model taking into account these processes

w xhas already been described 8 and theoretical mod-
elling in good agreement with experimental results

w xhas been set up for Tm:YVO 9 and Tm,Ho:YLF4
w x10 end pumped microchip lasers. Using these mod-
els, we now investigate the dependence of the ab-
sorption of the pump wave with the amplification of
the laser wave. We show that, when the intensity of
the amplified wave is large, pump absorption is
increased as a result of the repopulation of the
ground state level by stimulated emission and that
up-conversion has negligible effect in these condi-
tions.

0030-4018r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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2. Tm:YVO amplifier4

Fig. 1 presents the lowest energy manifolds for
Tm3q involved in the laser process. In CW regime,

w xwe have shown 9 that the amplification of the laser
wave and the absorption of the pump wave may be
described by:

d I´
l � 4s´ g X y f d z ,0 2´Il

d I´
X

p X � 4X sy´ a 1yX d z 1Ž .0 2´Ip

where ´s"1 for the laser and ´
X s"1 for the

Ž ´ .pump " for the upper index of I refer to thei

direction of propagation of the laser and the pump
´ Ž . Ž .waves, I is the laser is l and the pump ispi

intensity normalized to their saturation intensities,
and:

N2
X s , g ss N f q f ,Ž .2 0 1 Tm u lNTm

f l
a ss N , fs 2Ž .0 p Tm f q fu l

Ž .where s is the laser emission is l and pumpi
Ž .absorption isp cross-section, N is the thuliumTm

doping concentration, N is the upper level popula-2

tion density, and f is the Boltzmann factor for thej
Ž . Ž .upper jsu and the lower js l level of the

lasing transition. In CW operation, the rate equation

Fig. 1. Diagram of the four lowest Tm3q energy manifolds and
atomic transitions.

system reduces to a single equation making then
possible to compute X as a function of the laser and

w xpump wave intensities 8 :

2
1q I q I q2b I q fI y 1q I q I(Ž . Ž . Ž .p l p l p l

X s2 b
3Ž .

where I is the sum of the intensity for the wavesi
Ž .travelling in both directions for the pump isp and

Ž .the laser is l light normalized to their saturation
intensities, and b is the total up-conversion loss

w xparameter defined in 8 . Combining the equations in
Ž .1 , one can obtain relations connecting the pump
and laser intensities travelling in both directions:

Iq z Iy z sC , Iq z Iy z sC 4aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l p p p

Ž .Furthermore, by eliminating X in the Eq. 1 , we
get:

1 d I´ 1 d I´
X

l p
s X q 1y f d zŽ .X´ ´´ g I ´ a I0 l 0 p

leading to:

X ´´
XD

´ ´ ´dz
XI z sC I z e 4bŽ . Ž . Ž .� 4l ´´ p

with

g0
Ds , dsg 1y f 5Ž . Ž .0

a0

and C , C and C X are constants we can calculatel p ´´

using the boundary conditions. Using the parameters
of a 5% Tm:YVO crystal at room temperature:4

g s0.41 cmy1 , a s32 cmy1
0 0

fs0.335, bs2

we compute the gain and the transmission for a 1
mm long amplifier crystal. We note that the intensi-
ties are normalised to the saturation intensities for
the laser and the pump, respectively:

I l s188 kWrcm2 , I p s2.99 kWrcm2
sat sat

In Fig. 3 the saturation of the transmission of the
crystal appears when the injected laser wave in-
creases from 0 to 80 in steps of 5. With no injected
laser wave, the transmission is as high as 92% and
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reduces to 22% for an injected laser intensity equal
w xto 80. This behaviour has already been observed 4 .

For these simulations, we have used an active
mirror configuration in which the pump is launched
by means of a dichroic mirror that reflects the pump
wave and transmits the laser wave and where the
crystal is cooled by the rear face that reflects both

Žthe pump and the laser waves R has been set equal
. w xto 0.995 for the computations 9,10 . In Fig. 2 is

plotted the round trip gain versus the injected laser
Ž .wave intensity I 0 for various levels of thelas

Ž .launched pump intensity I 0 ranging from 0 topump
Ž .80 in steps of 5. For low pumping level X- f , the

crystal absorbs the injected laser wave. By increasing
the pump intensity, the gain at low input signal

Ž .increases fast in a first time and saturates for I 0pump
Ž .)8. This behaviour is shown in Fig. 3 curve A

where the gain is plotted versus the pump intensity
Ž . y4for a low injected laser intensity I 0 s10 . Nev-las

ertheless, the laser intensity required for a 3 dB
Ž .reduction of the small signal gain Fig. 3 curve B

increases with the pump intensity. In Fig. 4 the
reflection saturation appears showing that it reduces
from 91% with no injected laser wave down to 3%

Ž .for I 0 s80. This behaviour has already beenlas
w xobserved 4 . Similar computation with no up-con-

Ž . Žversion b™0 shows that neither the gain Fig. 3
.dashed line nor the absorption change appreciably

in the range of pump and laser intensity hereby
investigated.

w xIn 9 , for a Tm:YVO microchip laser 1 mm4

long, the launched pump intensity is about 70 at the

Fig. 2. Saturation of the round trip gain versus the input laser
intensity for the input pump intensity varying in steps of 5. The
YVO crystal length is 1 mm.4

Ž .Fig. 3. Saturation of the small signal round trip gain curve A and
Ž .input laser intensity required for a 3 dB reduction curve B versus

Ž . Žthe input pump intensity with solid line and without dashed
.line up-conversion.

top of the pump beam. The corresponding laser wave
intensity reflected by the front face mirror 98% in
reflectivity is 25. With regards to the results shown
in Fig. 4, the corresponding reflected pump intensity
is 16%. This is in good agreement with the results

w xpresented in 9 for which a residual reflectivity of
the front face mirror at the pump wavelength of 18%
leads to a large amount of the launched pump power
stored inside the laser cavity and then, a very low
reflected pump power. Using Fig. 4, it is also possi-
ble to determine the output intensity as a function of
the front face reflectivity at the laser wavelength.
The oscillation condition reads:

GR s1out

where G is the round trip saturated gain, and R isout

Fig. 4. Saturation of the reflection versus input pump intensity for
input laser intensity varying in step of 5.
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Ž .Fig. 5. Laser output intensity left scale and pump intensity
Ž .absorption right scale as a function of the front face mirror

reflectivity R for a 1 mm long YVO crystal longitudinallyout 4

pumped with an input pump intensity of 70.

the output mirror reflectivity. Then, we can plot the
output intensity:

1yRout
I s I 0 s Gy1 I 0Ž . Ž . Ž .out las lasRout

Ž . Ž .versus R 1rG where I 0 is the laser intensityout las

reflected by the output mirror. Such a curve appears
in Fig. 5 for a 1 mm long crystal and a launched
pump intensity of 70. On Fig. 5, the fraction of the
absorbed pump intensity is also plotted.

Last, we compute the round trip gain at high
Ž Ž . .injected laser intensity I 0 s80 for variouslas

pump intensities as a function of the amplifier length
L . The results appear in Fig. 6 showing that foramp

Fig. 6. Round trip gain versus crystal length with a pump intensity
Ž .varying in steps of 5 for I 0 s80.las

Fig. 7. Diagram of the lower energy manifolds and atomic transi-
tions of a co-doped Tm,Ho system.

large amplifier lengths, as the pump is totally ab-
sorbed, the laser wave is absorbed at a same rate
than without pumping.

3. Tm,Ho:YLF amplifier

Identical computations may be performed for a
codoped Tm,Ho amplifier. The relevant energy lev-
els and atomic transitions are shown in Fig. 7.

w xAmplification and absorption are described by 10 :

d I´ zŽ .l � 4s´ g X y f d z0 6´I zŽ .l

d I´
X

zŽ .p X � 4X sy´ a 1yX d z 6Ž .0 2´I zŽ .p

with

g ss N f q f , a ss NŽ .0 l Ho u l 0 p Tm

N N6 2
X s , X s6 2N NHo Tm

Ž .where N is the thulium KsTm and holmiumK
Ž .KsHo doping concentration, and N is the popu-i

Ž .lation density for level 2 of thulium is2 and level
Ž .6 of holmium is6 , respectively.

Introducing the energy transfer parameter u be-
tween the 3F level of the Tm3q ion and the 5F4 7

3q w xlevel of the Ho ion 8 :

X 1yX6 2
us

X 1yX2 6
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Fig. 8. Saturation of the round trip gain versus the input laser
intensity for the input pump intensity varying in steps of 2. The
YLF crystal length is 2.5 mm.

the amplification of the laser wave then reads:

d I´ z u XŽ .l 2
s´ g y f d z 7Ž .0´ ½ 5I z 1q uy1 XŽ . Ž .l 2

w xAccording to 8 , u reads:

E Ei k
g exp y g exp yÝ Ýi kž / ž /k T k T5 3B Big I kg H7 6

us
E Ej l

g exp y g exp yÝ Ýj lž / ž /k T k T5 3B Bjg I lg F8 4

8Ž .

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the tem-B

perature, and g the degeneracy of level i. Resolvingi

the rate equation system in CW regime, the density
of the Tm ions excited on the 3F level is given by4

w xthe equation 10 :

b b
3y uy1 X y q I z q1 uy1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 p½2 2

qAt N u X 2 y I z 2yuŽ . Ž .�2 Ho 2 p5
qI z rr uy f uy1 qrruq1 XŽ . Ž .Ž . 4l 2

q I z q frr I z s0 9Ž . Ž . Ž .p l

Ž . Ž .where rs N rN , rs t rt , t is the spon-Ho Tm 2 6 i

taneous decay time of levels 3F of the thulium ion4
Ž . 5 Ž .is2 and F of the holmium ion is6 , and A is7

a constant relative to the energy transfer process
between levels 3F ™3H of Tm and 5I ™5I of4 6 7 5

Ho. On the other hand, suppressing X between the2
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 6 and 7 and assuming:

uy1 d I´ zŽ .l
j <1

´u g I z d zŽ .0 l

with

1
js

uy1
1y f

u

w xwhich is always verified 10 , the pump absorption
and the laser amplification are connected by a rela-

Ž .tion identical to the relation 4b with:

a j 2
0

Ds , dsa j 1y fŽ .0g u0

For a 6% Tm, 0.4% Ho codoped YLF crystal at
158C, the constants are:

g s0.94 cmy1 , a s5.4 cmy1
0 0

bs54, As12=10y18 cm3rs, us18

rs0.067, rs2

t s12 ms, fs0.212

The laser and pump saturation intensities are:

I l s0.97 kWrcm2 , I p s1.63 kWrcm2
sat sat

w xIn 10 , the laser intensity reflected by the coupling
mirror inside the laser amplifier 98% in reflectivity

Ž .Fig. 9. Saturation of the small signal round trip gain curve A and
Ž .input laser intensity required for a 3 dB reduction curve B versus

Ž . Žthe input pump intensity with solid line and without dashed
.line up-conversion.
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Fig. 10. Saturation of the reflection versus input pump intensity
for input laser intensity varying in steps of 25.

is 540 for a pump intensity of 17. Fig. 8 presents the
saturation of the round trip gain versus the injected

Ž .laser signal intensity I 0 for various launchedlas
Ž .pump intensities I 0 varying from 0 to 20 inpump

steps of 2 for a crystal length of 2.5 mm. In Fig. 9
Ž .the small signal gain curve A solid line and the

injected laser intensity leading to a 3 dB attenuation
Ž .of the small signal gain curve B solid line are

plotted. Fig. 10 presents the saturation of the reflec-
Ž .tivity versus the launched pump intensity I 0pump

showing that this reflectivity is 25% when no lasing
and falls down to 7% for an injected laser intensity
of 550. By neglecting up-conversion, we find that

Žthe gain does not change drastically Fig. 9 dashed
.line but the absorption at low laser intensity varies

from 75% for bs54 to 48% for bs0. The reflec-
tivity of the pump intensity versus the injected laser
intensity is plotted in Fig. 11 for an input pump

Ž .power equal to 10 and 20 with solid line and

Ž .Fig. 11. Pump intensity reflection for I 0 equal to 10 and 20pump
Ž . Ž .with solid line and without dashed line up-conversion.

Ž .Fig. 12. Laser output intensity left scale and pump intensity
Ž .absorption right scale as a function of the front face mirror

reflectivity R for a 2.5 mm long YLF crystal longitudinallyout

pumped with an input pump intensity of 17.

Ž .without dashed line up-conversion. For high laser
and pump intensity, the results are quite comparable.
As the upper laser level does not depopulates by
up-conversion process, the absorption is lower and
the gain greater. Then, the pump power is more
efficiently converted into gain. On the other hand, at
high laser intensity, the upper laser level depopulates
fast reducing thereby the up-conversion efficiency.

Last, we present in Fig. 12 the output intensity
and the corresponding pump intensity absorption
versus the front face mirror reflectivity for a micro-
laser 2.5 mm in length for a pump intensity equal to
17. This last curve shows that our microlaser de-

w xscribed in 10 with a 98% coupling is largely over
coupled and then, the transverse mode operation

w xdiscussed in 11 seems to not be surprising. As for
the Tm:YVO amplifier, we have also plotted in Fig.4

Ž .13, the saturation of the gain for I 0 s550 versuslas

Fig. 13. Round trip gain versus crystal length with a pump
Ž .intensity varying in steps of 1 for I 0 s550.las
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the amplifier length that shows the limitation of the
medium length when longitudinally pumped.

4. Amplification of a Gaussian laser beam

We now investigate the round trip amplification
of a small signal Gaussian laser beam when a
Tm,Ho:YLF amplifier is pumped by a Gaussian
pump beam. We analyse the performances supplied
by the amplifier in both power gain and beam quality
when the ratio of the pump and the laser beam waist
size w rw is varied. In these computations, we dop l

not take into account of neither the diffraction nor
the thermal induced self-focusing. The amplified
beam is characterised by the M 2 beam quality factor
and the spot size. Assuming a plane amplified wave,
these parameters read:

M 2 s2 ps sr p

1
2Ž .d I r1 2` ` am p2p 2 p3Ž .I r r d r dF r d r dFH H H Ham p ž /½ 5Ž .I r d r0 0 0 01 am p

s
`2 2p Ž .I r r d r dFH H am p

0 0

10Ž .
1

`2 p° ¶23I r r d r dFŽ .H H amp
0 0~ •'W s 2 s s 20 p `2 p

I r r d r dFŽ .¢ ßH H amp
0 0

11Ž .
where s and s are the variances in the spatial andr p

the spatial–frequency domain, respectively, and

Fig. 14. Amplifier length for optimum intensity gain versus the
ratio of the beam waist sizes of the pump and of the injected
beam.

Ž . 2 ŽFig. 15. Power gain circles, left scale , M factor triangles, left
. Ž .scale and W r w squares, right scale versus the ratio of the0 1

beam waist sizes of the pump and of the injected beam.

Ž .I r is the normalised intensity distribution of theamp

amplified beam.
We assume a constant pump power and we choose:

I 0 w2 s20Ž .pump p

Ž .where I r is normalised intensity distributionpump

of the pump beam. As shown in the former section,
the amplifier length leading to an optimum intensity
gain depends upon both the laser and the pump
intensities. In a first step, we have computed this

Ž .optimum length assuming I 0 s1 as a function oflas

w rw . The results are plotted on Fig. 14. Fig. 15p l

shows the power gain, the M 2 factor and W rw0 l

versus the ratio w rw . A maximum power gain of 2p l

with a M 2 factor of 1.01 is achieved with w rw sp l

0.75 and an amplifier length of 1.4 cm. We note that
for higher injected signal intensity, as the gain satu-
rates, the beam quality is improved. In Table 1, the
optimum amplifier length, the power gain, the M 2

Ž .and W rw are reported for w rw s1, I 0 s1,0 l p l las

20 and 100.
The same computations have been performed for

a constant pump intensity of 10 over a circle 3w inl

radius. The corresponding results appear in Table 2.

Table 1
2Ž . Ž . Ž .I 0 L cm G P M W r wlas opt 0 l

1 1.16 2.06 1.0025 0.87
20 0.75 1.55 1.0018 0.94

100 0.55 1.20 1.0010 0.98
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Table 2
2Ž . Ž . Ž .I 0 L cm G P M W r wlas opt 0 l

1 1 2.20 1.00006 1.008
20 0.6 1.66 1.0019 1.040

100 0.55 1.30 1.0017 1.071

As expected, the amplification is more efficient
for a flat pump beam than for a Gaussian pump
beam at constant pump power. However, as the
intensity gain increases at the periphery of the laser
beam, the amplified beam is wider than the injected
beam and the beam quality is slightly reduced.

5. Conclusion

We have given, for the first time, a detailed
calculation of the saturation coupling between gain
and absorption in Tm:YVO and Tm,Ho:YLF ampli-4

fier medium and investigated the effect of up-con-
version process. These results are fruitful for laser
design purposes and should be applicable also to
other material if the various parameters are known.
We have also investigated the amplification when
both the laser and the pump beams are Gaussian and
shown that the maximum power gain with low beam
distortion is limited for longitudinal pumping. Then,
as the pump wave is weakly absorbed in the regions
where the laser intensity is low, side pumping of a
power amplifiers fed by an end pumped master
oscillator seems to be an efficient way for getting
both high intensity levels and good mode quality.

This scheme may also be investigated using the same
model.
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